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1. INTRODUCTION 

A typical treatment of the verb affixational system in Indonesian has been a list of 
all the prefixes, the infixes, and the suffixes plus their meanings.2 While this approach is 
useful in its own right, it does not tell us just under what circumstances a particular com
bination of a certain set of affixes produces a benefactive effect and others causative 
and still others directive, etc. ; nor has one ever attempted to see the interrelation among 
the various verbs derived from these affixes.3 

This paper treats just one set of verbal affixation: the prefix meN-, 4 and meN- in 
combination with the suffixes -kan and -i. 5 It grew out of a practical classroom situation 
at the University of Hawaii where students became somewhat baffled by the fact that their 
"creativity" power stumbled over and over again on the transitive-intransitive relation, 
subject-object selectional restrictions, non-existing forms, and some other related draw
backs. Thus while sentences 1-8 can be generated, sentences 9-12 cannot.6 

1) Dia membantu saja. 
2) Dia memandikan adik saja. 
3) Mereka menjelidiki soal ini. 
4) Saja menidurkan anak saja. 
5) Saja meniduri anak saja. 
6) Kamu menghitamkan badju saja. 
7) Kamu menghitami badju saja. 
8) Badju saja menghitam. 
9) *Dia membantukan/membantui 

saja. 

-He helped me. 
-He bathed my younger brother. 
-They investigated the case. 
-I put my child to sleep. 
-I slept on my child. 
-You made my clothes black. 
-You blackened my clothes. 
-My clothes became black. 

lTuis is a slightly revised version of a paper read at the 28th International Congress of Orienta
lists held in Canberra, Ausiralia, January 1-6, 1971. 

2To cite but a few, we have S. T. Alisjahbana, Tatabahasa Baru Bahasa Indonesia (Djakarta, 
1954); Slametmuljana, Kaidah Bahasa Indonesia (Djakarta, 1957); C.A. Mees, Tatabahasa Indonesia 
(Djakarta, 1950); and M. Oplt, Bahasa Indonesia. Ucebnice lndoneltiny. lndonesian Language (Praha, 
.1960). 

3Some of these observations have been presented in Macdonald and Dardjowidjojo, Indonesian 
Reference Grammar (Washington, D.C., 1967), and Dardjowidjojo, "Indonesian Syntax" (Unpublished 
Ph.D. Dissertation,.Georgetown University, I 967). 

4Tue N is a morphophoneme. It changes its forrn according to the initial phoneme of the base. 

l'>The following are the affixes in Indonesian. Prefixes: meN-, di- pe-, peN-, pel-, per-, ber-, ter-, 
and ke-. Infixes: -el-, and -er-. Suffixes: -kan, -i, -an, -man/-wan/-'Wrlti. 

6The" word order in Indonesian is usually Subject, Predicate, and Object. 
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I 0) *Dia memandi adik saja. 
I I) *Mereka menjelidik/menjelidik

kan soal ini . 
I 2) *Saja menidur anak saja. 

What I am trying to do now is to present a preliminary analysis of how these 
affixes behave, what their interrelations are, the transitivity status each has, and whether 
or not there is a way of knowing what bases or kind of bases can or must take what 
affixes.7 

2. INTERRELATION OF MEN-, -KAN, AND -I 

Three tenns will be used here: Monotransitive, bi transitive, and intransitive. A verb 
is monotransitive if it (1) can take the prefix meN- in its active fonn, (2) can be followed 
by only one object, and therefore (3) can be transformed into passive. A bitransitive verb 
fulfills the first and the third requirements above, and can be followed by two objects. 

2.1.0. Verb Sets and Subsets. With regard to the combinatorial possibilities of the 
prefix meN-, and meN- plus a base plus either the suffix -kan or -i, perhaps it would be 
more convenient if we set up three intersecting hypothetical sets X, Y, and Z, and consider 
them as containing the verbs with meN-, meN-kan, and meN-i respectively. There are 
seven subsets belonging to these three sets: (I) A = X \ Y U Z, (2) B = Y \ X U Z, 
(3) c = z \ x u Y, (4) D = (X n Y) \ (X n y n Z), (5) E = (X n Z) \ (X n y n Z), 
(6) F = (Y n Z) \ (X n Y n Z), and (7) G = x n Y n z.s 

2.1.1. Subset A: The Suffixless Verbs. Since A= X \YU Z, it therefore follows 
that A = { x : x - (meN + base) } . Most of the bases to which this prefix is attached 
possess verbal features with the meaning 'something to do with (verb) + ing.'9 The 
addition of meN- monotransitivizes the verb and gives the meaning 'to do whatever is 
indicated by the base.' Thus while bantu, be/a, and bantah mean 'helping,' 'defending,' 
and 'denying,' membantu, membe/a, and membantah mean 'to help,' 'to defend,' and 
'to deny,' respectively. 

A very few bases., usually having nominal features, can also take only meN-. The 
resultant verbs, such as, mendamar 'to gatlier resin,' and merotan 'to gather rattan,' are 
intransitive. 

2.1.2. Subset B: The Obligatory -kan Verbs. Since B = Y \XU Z, it is therefore true 
that B = { x : x - (meN + base + kan) } . The base can possess verbal, nominal, or ad
jectival features. From mandi 'to take a bath,' bitjara 'talking,' bukti 'proof,' and benar 
'correct,' we have memandikan 'to bathe (someone),' membitjarakan 'to discuss,' mem
buktikan 'to prove,' and membenarkan 'to confinn.' The function of meN-kan is to make 
the verbs monotransitive. 

2. I .3. Subset C: The Obligatory -i Verbs. C is Z \ X u Y. Therefore C = { x : x -
(meN + base + i) } . The bases are mostly nominal or adjectival, and very rarely verbal. 

7This paper is exploratory in nature and of a wider interest to include later the other affixes 
with the aim of revealing the verb system as a whole. It is presented without adhering to a particular 
model although the readers will soon notice that I am leaning toward Fillmore's "case grammar." 

8Read "\"as "the relative complement of';" U" as "union of';" n" as "intersection of'; and 
" { x: x +-( ) } "as "the set of all x's such that xis derived from." See also the diagram on page82. 

91 intentionally avoid the term "verb base" and prefer to say that a base has verbal features 
because it is oftentimes hard to determine the category of a base. Unless a base by itself can stand as a 
full verb, the translation "verb + ing" will be used here. 
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Belonging to this subset are verbs like mengepalai 'to head,' membintangi 'to star,' 
me/engkapi 'to furnish,' and mengadili 'to administer justice,' which are derived from 
kepala 'head,' bintang 'star,' lengkap 'complete,' and adil 'just,' respectively . 

We have stated, in other words, that while most of the members of A and all mem
bers of B and C are monotransitive, they acquire their transitivity in different ways. A 
rejects any suffix, B must take the suffix -kan but rejects -i, and C must take -i but 
rejects -kan. 

2.1.4. Subset D: The Optional -kan Verbs. Since D = (X n Y) \ (X n Y n Z), it 
follows that D = { x : x-. (meN + base ± kan) } . There are four, or perhaps five, cells 
within this subset which I will designate as D1 through DI>. D1 consists of verbs which can 
take the prefix meN- and must or must not take the suffix -kan depending on the tran
sitivity status they will acquire. The addition of the prefix meN- alone to a base makes the 
resulting verb monotransitive. Thus from tjari 'looking for,' beli 'buying,' and buat 
'making,' for instance, we have the monotransitive verbs mentjari 'to look for,' membeli 
'to buy,' and membuat 'to make.' If to these verbs is added the suffix-lean, the resultant 
verbs become bitransitive with benefactive meaning. Consequently, there can be two ob
jects present, the indirect object and the direct object. Although the indirect object is 
optional, this optionality cannot be used as a criterion to group D1 under A. Consider 
sentences 13-17 

13) Diamentjarikan saja buku itu. - He looked for the book for me. 
14) Dia mentjarikan buku itu. -He looked for the book (for some-

one). 
15) Dia mentjari buku itu. -He looked for the book. 
16) Dia membentji buku itu. -He hates the book. 
17) *Dia membentijikn buku itu; 

Sentences 13 and 14 are bitransitive with buku itu as the direct objects and the indirect 
object .being deleted in 14. Sentences 15 and 16, on the other hand, are monotransitive. 
And 17 is rejected because bentji can be made a verb only by the meN- prefixation and 
not with the suffix -kan. It is therefore obvious that putting D1 under A, or vice versa, will 
generate ungrammatical sentences as exemplified in 17. 

Two important things must be mentioned here. First, most of the members which 
strictly belong to D1 end in (the phoneme) /i/. This is perhaps why they cannot belong to 
another subset called G. And second, with regard to the occurrence and position of the 
indirect object, it seems that each individual verb possesses a unique set of properties 
which then allows or rejects the occurrence and its specific location of this object within 
a sentence. Thus while in 13 the occurrence of saja with the verb membelikan and its 
position before the direct object buku itu are nonnal, the occurrence of the same indirect 
object with the verb menggorengkan in 18, for instance, 

18) Dia menggorengkan saja ajam. -He fried chicken for me. 
19) Dia menggorengkan ajam un- -He fried chicken for me. 

tuk saja. 

is less acceptable compared to 13 or 19 where a prepositional phrase is used, although 
there is no doubt thatmenggoreng and menggorengkan are distinct in meaning in precisely 
the same way as membeli and membelikan are. 

One other problem in this optional -kan subset is that there are other verbs in the 
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language which do take meN- in their monotransitive forms and yet do not become bitran
sitive when added the suffix -kan. At the present stage of the development of Bahasa 
Indonesia, the suffix -kan attached to the bases belonging to what I called D2 does not 
seem to have a function at all. It can therefore be left out without altering the meaning. 
The a and b sentences below mean the same. 

20) a. Kartini mau melepas adat 
kolot. 

b. Kartini mau melepaskan 
adat kolot. 

21) a. Siapa jang mau mengantar 
dia? 

b. Siapa jang mau mengantar
kan ·dia? 

-Kartini wanted to let go of the 
old tradition. 

-Who will accompany her? 

The third cell, D3 , consists of a very limited number of verbs which are mono
transitive without -kan and not bitransitive with it. The addition of the suffix -kan does 
change the meaning, but not the category. So far as I can gather there are a dozen or so of 
these verbs: menjewa 'to rent,' menjewakan 'to rent out,' mengingat 'to remember,' 
mengingatkan 'to remind,' mendengar 'to hear,' mendengkarkan 'to listen.' 

The fourth cell, D4 , usually takes adjectives as the bases and has a causative mean
ing. From the bases besar 'big,' buruk 'bad,' and belok 'turning,' we have membesarkan 'to 
make (something) big,' memburukkan 'to make (something) bad,' and membelokkan 'to 
make (something) tum.' 

D4 differs from D1 in the following ways: (I) the -kan suffixation monotransitivizes 
the verbs in D4 but bitransitivizes those in D1 , and (2) without the suffix -kan the mem
bers of D4 are intransitive while those in D1 are monotransitive. Thus while sentences 
22-25 ere grammatical, 26-27 are not. This is due to the fact that the presence of the 
suffix necessarily requires the presence of an object, and, conversely, its absence in 27 
eliminates the presence of this object. 

22) Mereka membesarkan balon itu. -They caused the balloon to be-
come big. 

23) Mereka mentjarikan saja pekerd- -They looked for the job for me. 
jaan. 

24) Balon itu membesar. - The balloon became big. 
25) Dia mentjari pekerdjaan. -He looked for the job. 
26) *Balon itu membesarkan. 
27) *Mereka membesar balon itu. 

D4 is also to be distinguished from D2 and D3 in that while it is true that the three 
share the same transitivity property, the deletion of the suffix leaves the verbs intransitive 
in D4 but monotransitive in D2 and D3 . 

As mentioned earlier perhaps there should be another cell, Di;, to accommodate a 
very few verbs which do not conform to the syntactic behavior of D1 _4 . The verb mem
berikan 'to give' is an example. It can occur without the suffix -kan and on the surface it 
behaves similarly to the members of D. On their active forms, sentences 28 and 29 have 
seemingly the same meaning. 
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28) Dia akan memberi saja buku itu. -He will give me the book. 
29) Dia akan memberikan saja buku 

itu. -He will give me the book. 

But passive transformation of 28 can be made only if the subject of the passive sentence 
is saja as in 30 but not buku itu as in 31. 

30) Saja akan diberi buku itu oleh dia. 
31) *Buku itu akan diberi saja oleh dia. 

If buku itu is to be made the passive subject, as in 32, the suffix must appear, thus trace
able back to 29 and not to 28. In similar fashion saja of 29 cannot be made the passive sub
ject. So while 30 above is grammatical, 33 below is not. 

32) Buku itu diberikan saja oleh dia. 
33) *Saja diberikan buku itu oleh dia. 

The very fact that 30, but not 31, is a paraphrase of 28, and 32, but not 33, is a para
phrase of 29 makes µs wonder if deep-structurally 28 and 29 are really the same. What 
seems to be the case here is that while memberi of 28 by itself asserts the focusness of the 
indirect object, the presence of -lean in memberilean of 29 brings the direct object into 
focus and assumes a more significant role.to That there exists in 29 some kind of a direc
tive feature which indicates the direction toward which or whom the action of the verb is 
performed can be seen from the preposition kepada used with the indirect object. 

A similar phenomenon can also be seen with the verbs mengadjar and mengadjarkan 
'to teach' and mengirim and mengirimlean 'to send' which will be taken up in 2.1.7. 

2.1.5. Subset E: The Optional -i Verbs. Since E = (X n Z) \ (X n Y n Z), therefore 
E = { x : x +- (meN +base ± i)} . There are two cells, E1 and E2 . E1 consists of the 
verbs whlch can be monotransitive or intransitive depending on whether or not the suffix 
-i is present. They are monotransitive with the suffix and intransitive without it. There 
do not seem to be many verbs which belong strictly to this cell: membohong 'to lie.' 
membohongi 'to deceive,' membuntut 'to trail,' and membuntuti 'to trail (someone).' 

The second cell, E2 , is parallel to D 2 in that if the addition of -lean to D2 does not 
change the meaning or the category, the addition of -i to E2 does just the same. So the a 
and b sentences below mean the same. 

34) a. Kami harus menghias kamar ini. -We must decorate this room. 
b. Kami harus menghiasi kamar ini. 

35) a. Kamu harus menghormat dia. -You must respect him. 

lOJt becomes more obvious as we go along that the model that seems to fit most is Fillmore's 
"~ grammar," although I must say that for Indonesian the point of departure may ha..e to be the 
verb and not the noun as Fillmore has suggested for English (Hllmore, 1968). In other words, while 
Fillmore said that the verbs are selected according to the case environments the sentence provides, I 
would reverse the order and say that the verbs determine the case frame. 1his is simply beca111e there 
are overt markers in Indonesian which indicate what can or must occur where. 

Despite the fact that memberi and memberikan permit the case frame /. __ + 0 + D + A/ 
and that A can be the surface subject of either verb, memberi also allows only D and memberikan only 
0 as their surface subjects. 
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b. Kamu harus menghonnati dia. 

Looking back at the relation between the -i verbs and their objects we can say that 
syntactically the suffix monotransitivizes the verbs and semantically indicates that the 
object is the location to which the action of the verb is applied. 

2.1 .6. Subset F: The Obligatory -kan or -i Verbs. Since F =(Y n Z)\(X n Y n Z), it 

therefore follows that F = { x : x ~ (meN + base + [fan] ) } . From the bases tidur 'to 

sleep,' masuk 'to enter,' djatuh 'to fall,' and marah 'to be angry,' we can have menidurkan 
'to put (someone) to sleep,' meniduri 'to sleep on (someone),' memasukkan 'to put (some
one) into,' memasuki 'to enter (something),' mendjatuhkan 'to drop,' mendjatuhi 'to fall 
on (something),' and memarahkan 'to make (someone) angry,' memarahi 'to be angry at 
(someone).' 

F differs from B in that the latter must take -kan, and only -kan, but the fonner can 
also take -i. We can therefore have 36-38 but not 39. 

36) Dia mendjatuhkan buku saja. -He dropped my book. 
37) Dia mendjatuhi buku saja. -He fell on my book. 
38) Dia membitjarakan buku saja. - He discussed my book. 
39) *Dia membitjarai buku saja. 

The -kan members of F must also be distinguished from those in D in the obliga-
toriness of -kan for the fonner and the optionality of this suffix for the latter. Thus while 
we can accept 40-42, we reject 43-44. 

40) Dia memasukkan mobilnja. -He put his car in (the garage). 
41) Dia meluaskan pengaruhnja. -He expanded his influence. 
42) Pengaruhnja meluas. -His influence expanded. 
43) *Dia memasuk mobiln)a. 
44) *Mobilnja memasuk. 

The -i members of F differ from those in C and E in the same way as the -kan mem
bers of F differ from those in Band D we just mentioned . Thus we can accept 36- 37 
above and 45-47 below: 

45) Dia menjelidiki soal itu. 
46) Dia membohongi saja. 
4 7) Dia membohong. 

-He investigated the case. 
-He deceived me. 
-He lied. 

but we cannot accept 48-49 as parallel fonns to 36 and 4 7 respectively . 

48) *Dia menjelidikkan soal itu. 
49) *Dia mendjatuh. 

Now the occurrence of -kan and -i with the same base must necessarily bring about a 
semantic distinction. It turns out that the meanings of -kan and -i in Fare causative and 
locative, respectively. The rejection of the benefactive or directive meaning of -kan is 
apparently due to the fact that the members in F do not occur without a suffix, whereas 
benefactive and directive verbs do. 

The contrast of causative -kan and locative -i in F can be seen from the following 
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way: the suffix -kan indicates that the object is caused to perform the action or adopt the 
characteristic of the verb or verb base; the -i suffix indicates that the object is the target or 
place onto which the action of the verb is applied. In both cases the subjects are the agents. 

We see then that it is a matter of who is doing what and to whom, as can be seen from 
50-53 below: 

50) Dia akan mendatangkan anaknja. -He will cause his child to come. 
51) Dia akan mendatangi anaknja. -He will come to his child. 
52) Belanda memarahkan Diponegoro. -The Dutch caused Diponegoro to 

become angry. 
53) Belanda memarahi Diponegoro. -The Dutch was angry at Dipo-

negoro. 

where the objects anaknja of 50 and Diponegoro of 52, responding to an action initiated 
by the subjects dia and Belanda, are the ones who perform the action of 'coming' and 
'getting angry,' whereas these same objects in 51 and 53 become the targets onto which 
the 'coming' and 'getting angry' performed by their respective subjects are applied.11 

The problem becomes more subtle in case the base lacks an activity feature as in the 
word asin 'salty.' Consider: 

54) Dia mengasinkan ikan itu. 55) Dia mengasini ikan itu. 
he salt fish the he salt fish the 

The meaning difference involved may not be the end result of the salting itself but the 
process by which this salting is done.In the case of 54, the subject dia, as far as my intuition 
tells me, takes the object ikan itu and puts it in a, say, salty solution. In 55 the subject 
takes a salty solution and applies it to the object. These two different processes may end 
up in two different results in that chances are the object will become wholly salty in 54 
but only partly salty in 55. 

Here the motion feature of mengasinkan is not as obvious as that of mendatangkan 
or memarahkan, but we can still see that in 54 the object is the one that "moves," so to 
speak, whereas the same object in 55 becomes the target which the salt is applied to. 

11 The deep structures of 50 and 5 l look something like this: 

50) s 

M p 

0 

I 
s 

A 

~ 
v 

-------- K NP 

M p 

~ 
V A 

~ 
K NP 

J l 
mendatangkan datang oleh anaknja oleh orang itu 
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There are some pairs which morphologically but not semantically belong to F. The 
pair menemui and menemukan are justifiably placed in F, but while the -i suffixation to 
the base temu does bring about a locative meaning as in any other -i verbs, the addition of 
-kan to this same base does not produce the contrast we just mentioned . . so it is true that 
menemui in 56 carries the same meaning as in 51 and 53 . 

56) Dia menemui anaknja. -He went to meet his child. 
57) Dia menemukan anaknja. -He found his child. 

but menemukan in 57 does not make the object anaknja perform the finding as we 
expected. 

Another pair, menamai 'to name' and menamakan 'to name,' does not share the 
meanings of menemui and menemukan, nor do they follow the rest of the subset. As in D2 
and E2 here we again find a case where the choice of -kan or -i does not produce a meaning 
difference. 

2.1.7. Subset G: The Optional -kan or -i Verbs. And finally there is the subset G. 

Since G = (X () Y n Z), by definition G = { x : x +- (meN +base± [~an J ) } While it 

is true that G shares the affixational forms of A-F, the bases which can occur fu Gare 
mutually exclusive with those in the first six subsets. 

Being the intersection of everything, the suffix.less verbs can be monotransitive or 
intransitive. The verbsmemi/ih 'to choose,' mengambil 'to take,' and menawar 'to bargain,' 
for instance, are monotransitive, but menjerah 'to surrender,' mendekat 'to come close,' 
and mengalir 'to flow,' are intransitive. If the suffix -kan is added, most of these verbs will 
become bitransitive with benefactive meaning, but a few will also pick up the directive 
one. So from memilih and mengambil above we have memilihkan 'to choose (for some
one),' and mengambilkan 'to take (for someone),' !:mt from menawar 'to bargain,' and 
memindjam 'to borrow,' we have menawarkan 'to offer (to someone), or to bargain (for 
someone),' and memindjamkan 'to lend (to someone), or to borrow (for someone).' 

51) s 

M 

v 

mendatangi 

p 

0 
I 
s 

---------------M --------r----_ 
V D A 

~ /"'-.. 
K NP K NP 

l 1 
anaknja oleh orang itu dabng kepada 

A 

/"" K NP 

oleh orang itu 
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In cases where the suffixless verbs are intransitive, the addition of -kan makes these 
verbs monotransitive. Menjerah, mendekat, and mengalir above become menjerahkan 
'to submit,' mendekatkan 'to make (something) close,' and mengalirkan 'to make (some
thing) flow,' respectively. 

In addition to the locative meaning of -i, there is another meaning which is only 
found when the verb to which the suffix is attached is monotransitive with bitransitive 
possibility. The addition of this suffix produces a repetitive meaning. This in turn calls 
forth a subcategorization of the object which can co-occur. The verbs mengambili 'to take 
repeatedly,' medjuali 'to sell (one by one),' mengnagkati 'to lift (one by one),' for in
stance, require that the object be plural or considered plural. The verbs memuku/i 'to hit 
repeatedly,' mentjumi 'to kiss (more than once),' and menampari 'to slap repeatedly,' 
on the other hand, can take singular or plural objects. Because of this condition sentences 
58-60 can be accepted, but 61 cannot. 

58) Saja akan mengangkati kursi2 itu. -I will lift those chairs (one by 
one). 

59) Saja sudah mentjiumi gadis itu -I have kissed that girl (more than 
once). 

60) Saja sudah mentjiumi gadis2 itu. -I have kissed those girls (more 
once). 

61) *Saja akan mengangkati kursi itu.12 

Since there are several meanings of -kan and -i, and in G a verb can occur with any 
of these two suffixes or none at all, there are bound to be meaning contrasts of several 
types. 

In cases where the meN +base verb is intransitive and, therefore, the suffixation of 
·kan monotransitivizes the verb, the -kan and -i contrast produces the causative-locative 
meaning Jifference as found in F. 

62) Saja harus mendjauh. 
63) Saja harus mendjauhkan dia. 

64) Saja harus mendjauhi dia. 

-I must stay away. 
-I must cause her to stay .( :::okeep . 

her) away. 
-I must stay away from (=avoid) 

her. 

As is the case with sentences 50-53, the object dia of 63 is the one that does the act of 
mendjauh as a result of an action performed by the subject saja. This same object in 65, 
on the other hand, is the one that suffers the action mendjauh performed by the subject 
saja. 

If the meN + base verb is monotransitive, the -kan and -i contrast can be of two 
kinds. First, while the -kan is always either benefactive or directive, the -i verb can be 
repetitive. 

65) Dia mendjual buku2 itu. -He sold those books. 
66) Dia 'mendjualkan buku2 itu. -He sold those books (for some-

one). 

121t can be argued that 61 is not completely rejectable, but. this is only true if the situation is 
such that one and the same chair is, say, removed again and again from one place to another. 
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67) Dia mendjuali buku2 itu. -He sold those books (at differ
ent times). 

And secondly, the -i verb can be locative. 

68) Dia menulis surat itu. 
69) Dia menuliskan surat itu. 

70) Dia menulisi surat itu. 

-He wrote that letter. 
-He wrote that letter (for some-

one), or He used that letter as an 
instrument to write (on some
thing). 

-He wrote (something) on that 
letter. 

The choice of one meaning over the other is determined by the individual base as a lexical 
item. 

The presence or absence of a suffix not only produces, in most cases, a difference in 
meaning, but also brings about a syntactic restriction. Consider 71-73 below: 

71) Dia mengalirkan air itu ke sawahnja. 
he make flow water to field his 

72) Dia mengaliri sawahnja dengan air itu. 
he flow through field his with water 

73) Air itu mengalir. 
water flow 

The meaning difference between 71 and 72 is a matter of what is being made the focus of 
attention. In 71 the focus is on air itu being made to flow to the rice field, while in 72 it 
is on the sawahnja being "flooded" with water.ta 

The occurrence of-kan with the verb of 71 makes it mandatory for air itu to occupy 
the direct object position and sawahnja as a locative phrase with ke as the preposition. 
With the suffix -i, however, these elements are reversed, as in 72, and the pi:eposition used 
is dengan. And without a suffix, as in 73, the sentence does not take an object.14 

We mentioned earlier that mengirim and mengirimkan share the features attributed 
to memberi and memberikan of sentences 28-29. Now consider 

18Sentences 71-72 are panllel to Hllmore's (1968, p. 43) 
7la. John smeared paint on the wall. 
72a. John smoared the wall with paint. 

If the English verb "to flow" could be put into the same group as "to smear" to represent the Indone
sian verbs mengalirlcan and mt!71/faliri, sentences 71 and 72 could be translated 

71 b, He flowed water to his rice-field. 
72b. He flowed his rice-field with water. 

14Fillmore's solution to this problem would probably be something like this: ke 1111wah and . 
dengan air itu would be assigned L and I respectively (although I still Cail to see here why "with 
paint," which is parallel to dengan air itu is given the case I! ) and whatever occupies the object position 
on the surface structure must delete the preposition; and the verbs mengalirkan and mengaliri are de
rived transformationally. While this approach is applicable, I feel that the very presence of an overt 
marker within the verb should be given more weight. If anything is to bring about a syntactic change at 
all, it seems less speculative to say that the cause should first be attributed to the overt rather than the 
covert categories. 
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74) Dia mengirim saja uang saku. } 
75) Dia mengirimi saja uang saku. -(He sent me pocket money). 
76) Dia mengirimkan saja uang saku. 

While 74 can be passive-transfonned into 77 and 78, 75 into 79, and 76 into 80, 75-76 
cannot be passive-transfonned into 81-82 respectively. 

77) Saja dikirim uang saku oleh dia. 
I was sent pocket money by him. 

78) Uang saku dikirim oleh dia kepada saja. 
pocket money was sent by him to me. 

79) Saja dikirimi uang saku oleh dia. 
I was sent pocket money by him. 

80) Uang saku dikirimkan saja oleh dia. 
pocket money was sent me by him. 

81) *Uang saku dikirimi saja oleh dia. 
*Uang saku dikirimi oleh dia kepada saja. 

82) *Saja dikirimkan uang saku oleh dia. 

Comparing 28-29 with 75-76, each with its own passive transfonn, we see that syntac
tically and semantically mengirimi and mengirimkan are the same as memberi (note that 
the i in memberi is part of the base, and not a suffix) and memberikan. Since this is the 
case, we can hastily conclude that memberi would probably take the suffix -i, and becomes 
memberii,ifit did not have the /i/ ending on the base. While this conclusion is very tempt
ing, it is erroneous because we also find evidence where the imposition of -i is not accept
able even on a word which does not end in /i/. Consider 

83) Dia mengadjar saja Inggris. 
84) Dia mengadjarkan Inggris kepada 

saja. 

-He taught me English. 
-He taught (to) me English. 

As is the case with 28-29 and 79-80, we can also have 85-86, but not 87-88. 

85) Saja diadjar lnggris oleh dia. 
I was taught English by him. 

86) lnggris diadjarkan oleh dia kepada saja. 
English was taught by him to me. 

87) *Inggris diadjar oleh dia kepada saja. 
88) *Saja diadjarkan Inggris oleh dia. 

But if the reason for not allowing the suffix -i in memberi is phonological, why is then 
89 rejected? u 

89) *Saja diadjari Inggris oleh dia. 

Considering this matter from a wider context, we must conclude that while -kan and 
-i of G show a rigid syntactic and semantic contrast, the expressing of this contrast is not 

l&Javanese-Indortesians would accept 89, but they are equating the Indonesian diadjari with the 
Javanese diadjari in the sense of the Javanese dituturi 'to be tutored' .and not the Javanese diwulang 'to 
be taught.' Furthermore, Javanese diadjari implies more physical actions than mental. 
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an eJtC1'tsive prnperty of these suffixes alone. This way we can say that memlJeri and 
men1adjar must lte treated in the same way as the locative -i verbs of G despite their mor
phol<>sical fonm, and that mengirim represents both the -kan and the -i forms indiscrim
inately. 'This th.en explains the acceptability of 77-78 as alternate fonns of 79-80. 

Going back to sentences 1-12 we can see now that the rejection oU-12 is based 
precisely on the morphological violation of the verbs in relation to their syntactic struc
tures. MemlHzntu of 9 is monotransitive. It therefore must take an object, but it does not 
occur with any suffix. We have classified this kind of verb under subset A. If TMndi is to 
take an object, as in 10, it must obligatorily take a suffix, and that suffix must be -lean, 
which then puts this verb in subset B. The base se/idik of 11 can be made a verb only 
with the obligatory -i suffix. And finally, to make tidur of 12 monotransitive we must 
obligatorily add either the sl!ffix -kan or -i depending on the particular meaning desired. 

3. CONCLUSION 

To recapitulate, we can say now tkat with regard to the combinatorial possibilities 
of the affixes meN-, -lean, and -i, we have seven subsets. (See the diagram below). Any 

y z 

B F c 

meN + kan meN + kan meN + 

G 

D meN ± E 

± kan meN ± 

A 

meN + q, 

x 
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of these verbs can talce the prefix meN- in a particular syntactic construction, but: (1) sub
set A must not talce a suffix, (2) subset B must obligatorily talce -kan, (3) subset C must 
obligatorily talce -i, (4) subset D can optionally talce -kan, (5) subset E can optionally talce 
-i, (6) subset F must obligatorily talce either -kan or -i, and (7) subset G can optionally 
talce either -kan or -i. 

The transitivity interrelation can be seen as follows: (1) If the meN + base form 
does not occur in the language, the addition of -kan or -i malces the verb monotransitive; 
(2) if the meN +base form is intransitive and the addition of -kan or -i is permissible, the 
meN +base + kan/i becomes monotransitive; and (3) if the meN +base form is mono
transitive and the addition of -kan or -i is permissible, the meN +base + kan/i form be
comes either bitransitive or remains monotransitive with or without meaning difference. 

At the beginning of this paper we asked the question whether or not there was a 
criterion which could tell us what bases or kind of bases can or must talce what affix or 
affixes. What we wanted to find were, primarily, semantic features which somehow could 
give us a relatively safe guideline as to the co-occurrence of a base and the affixes. 

While to a certain extent we can see a regularity of the interrelation of the verbs 
with respect to their transitivity properties, it is found that no useful generalization can be 
made without having to add an open list of exceptions. This is apparently due to the fact 
that the co-occurrence of the base and the affixes is morphemically conditioned. Therefore, 
given a base, there is no way of telling what particular affix or set of affixes this base can 
or must talce, and in many cases we do not know what kind of transitivity the resultant 
verb will acquire . At the present stage of our research, it seems justifiable to say that a 
description of Indonesian morphology must be based on the lexicon as a container of 
lexical items each with its own idiosyncratic properties which will then determine the 
acceptance or rejection of a particular affixation. Without this understanding one will 
generate forms which are logically generatable but actually unacceptable. 

We might mention as a concluding remark that considering the fact that the syntax 
of Indonesian, and for that matter many other affixed languages, 16 is intertwined with 
the morphological structures of the verbs, or to put it more accurately, the morphological 
forms of the verbs play such an important role in syntax, we wonder if the "centrality. of 
syntax" assumption of case grammar is not to be reconsidered. 
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